CALIFORNIA DAIRY CAMPAIGN
Dairymen working for Dairymen

August 4, 2017
325 Mitchell Ave. Turlock Ca. 95380 —- Phone: 209 632-0885 Fax: 209 632 0706
***ACTION ALERT ***
U.S. House Agriculture Committee “The Next Farm bill, Conversations from the Field”
Farm Bill Listening Session:
Modesto Junior College West Campus, ACE Ag Pavilion
Saturday, August 5, 2017
9am-12pm
Dairy producers are encouraged to sign up to speak at the listening session.
All in attendance will have the opportunity to speak for 2 minutes.
California Dairy Campaign (CDC) President Joe Augusto is planning to testify during the field hearing on Saturday to speak about
the importance of dairy inventory management in the next farm bill. An incentives based inventory management program in
the next farm bill is especially important considering the Dairy Margin Protection Program (DMPP) proposals that have been
put forward so far which would dramatically lower premiums for certain dairy operations potentially leading to increased milk
production and causing even more extensive periods of depressed dairy producer prices.
CDC opposed the DMPP during the last farm bill debate because it was an untested insurance scheme. The test results are in and
are not good for California. Just one California dairy signed up at any coverage level above the $4.00 catastrophic coverage level
in 2017. The debate in Congress is now focused on lowering premiums for dairy operations below 5 million lbs. of milk
production per year or approximately 223 cows. The average herd size in California according to the latest CDFA statistics totals
1249 cows. Under the proposed changes passed by the Senate Agriculture Appropriations Committee, the premium rates for
any production above 5 million lbs. or operations above 223 cows would be approximately 10 times higher. Not only would this
create an inequitable system for larger dairy operations in California, it would also insulate smaller dairies from any market signals and increase milk supplies in the future regardless of market conditions depressing milk prices.
Talking Points for Dairy Producers:
Since time is limited it is important for dairy producers planning to testify to begin by briefly describing their dairy operation
including its location and other key details and speak about issues that affect their dairy operation.
Dairy Title of the Farm Bill talking points: Remind members of the committee that the last farm bill debate included extensive
debate of dairy inventory management and it is critical that the next farm bill include an incentives based inventory
management program to balance milk supply with market demand. Voluntary dairy inventory management programs and
refundable assessments were in effect beginning in the 1980’s to generate revenue, decrease government costs and manage
milk inventories to match market demand.
The DMPP has failed in California with just one dairy signed up at any coverage level above the $4.00 cwt catastrophic margin
level in 2017. California dairy producers lack any confidence in the program because it fails to provide an effective safety net
when milk prices decline because it does not account for actual dairy margins. Proposed changes to the DMPP to lower
premiums for smaller dairies would further disadvantage California dairy producers who are already paid some of the lowest
prices in the country and incur some of the highest production costs including regulatory costs. Under the proposed changes to
the failing DMPP, California dairies would be at a further disadvantage and required to pay premiums that are 10 times higher
on production over 5 million lbs.
Changes to the DMPP will not improve the outlook for California dairies. Comprehensive dairy policy reforms including an
incentives based inventory management program will ensure dairy farmer are paid a fair price.
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